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In the spirit of respect, Mornington Peninsula Shire
acknowledges the Boonwurrung / Bunurong members of
the Kulin nation, who have traditional connections &
responsibilities to this land on which Council meets.
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Introduction

1.



INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE

Develop a detailed landscape master plan and
report for the reserve.

The purpose of the master plan is to inform the future
development of the Merricks Station Grounds to improve
the facilitation of recreational activities while considering
the existing environmental and cultural qualities.
The master plan focuses on the development and
enhancement of facilities and spaces that will support the
ongoing use of the reserve as an equestrian venue, whilst
also improving facilities and access for public use of the
reserve. The master plan also considers protection and
enhancement of natural, heritage and cultural values.
The key objectives for the master plan are to:
DRAFT



Consider current and potential future use / users of
the reserve.



Develop a range of improvement options and
actions (key directions) for the reserve.



The development and improvement of facilities for
public recreation use.



Identify and consider the natural and cultural
heritage values and identify actions to protect and
enhance them.



Include a rationale for proposed actions, estimate of
costs and identify priorities and responsibilities.
Include an implementation plan.

Master Plan Report V5
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1.2 STUDY AREA
Merricks Station Grounds is an area of approximately 7.6
hectares including trails around the perimeter, linking to
the Red Hill Rail Trail.
The reserve is located at the intersection of Frankston –
Flinders Road, and Merricks Road, Merricks and
encompasses open space and bushland areas.
The reserve is the trail head of the Red Hill Rail Trail which
connects to Red Hill Station Reserve, and is also
connected to the broader trail network via roadside trails
on Frankston – Flinders Road and Merricks Road.
The reserve is currently predominantly used for equestrian
based activities and is the home of three equestrian
based clubs, Merricks Pony Club, Merricks Saddle Club
and the Peninsula Quarterhorse Association.

Figure 1: Land Ownership Plan
DRAFT

There are historic land parcels within the reserve reflecting
the alignment of Merricks Road prior to the construction of
the railway. Ownership is divided between the Shire public
land, Shire Road Reserve and DELWP controlled Crown
Land.
Figure 2: Parish Plan indicating the former alignment of Merricks Road
and the Merricks Station grounds
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Figure 3: Study Area

DRAFT
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1.2.1 Demographics
Merricks falls into the Census small group area of
Balnarring – Balnarring Beach – Merricks – Merricks Beach –
Somers for the purposes of assessing demographic profiles.
The 2011 census indicated the population for this area was
4,269 people, with a population density of 0.77 people per
hectare. The population density is lower than the average
for Mornington Peninsula Shire of 2.13 people per hectare.
The overall population change from the 2006 census is an
increase of 368 people.1

Figure 4: Population 3

The median age of the Merricks and Red Hill area
(Statistical Area Level 1 - 2137803 in the ‘profile.id’
demographic atlas) is 53 years.

Forecast growth for this area is for a population of 4,554
people in 2015 and 5,044 people by 2036, an increase of
10.77%. 2
This data implies that Merricks sits in an area of population
growth, bringing associated increasing pressures on the
use of public space. It may be inferred from the data that
there will be greater demand for use of public space into
the future, and that this could involve the shared use of
existing spaces by disparate groups.

DRAFT

The age structure within the Balnarring census district
indicates the following major differences compared with
the wider Shire:





1
2

larger proportion of ‘older workers / pre retirees –
15.8% compared to 13.1%
larger proportion of ‘empty nesters and retirees’ –
14.7% compared to 13.4%
smaller proportion of ‘young workforce’ – 6.7%
compared to 8.5%
smaller proportion of tertiary education and
independence age group – 6.5% compared to 7.4%

www.profile.id.com.au/mornington-peninsula
www.forecast.id.com.au/mornington-peninsula
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1.2.2 Planning Context
Merricks Station Grounds is subject to the zoning and
overlays outlined in the Mornington Peninsula Planning
Scheme. Refer to Fig 5.

 Road Zone – Category 1 (RDZ1)
The RDZ1 recognises Category 1 roads and applies to
Frankston – Flinders Road, and has implications in the
planning for vehicular access to the reserve.

In summary the planning context includes:


Zoning
The zoning of the reserve reflects the different land
parcels as noted previously.
 Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ)
PPRZ recognises areas of public land that are
designated as public recreation and open space.
Merricks Station Grounds is in part zoned PPRZ.
 Green Wedge Zone 2 (GWZ2)
The GWZ2 applies to part of the reserve which is
currently designated as road reserve due to historic
planning anomaly, relating to the alignment of the
former railway. The land parcel controlled by DELWP
also falls into the GWZ. Privately owned land to the
north and south west of the reserve also falls under
this zoning category.
GWZ seeks to recognise, protect and conserve green
wedge land for its agricultural, environmental,
historic, landscape, recreational and tourism
opportunities.

Master Plan Report V5
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Figure 5: Zoning



Overlays
A number of overlays also apply to the reserve:

 Significant Landscape Overlay 3 – Scenic Roads
 Environmental Significance Overlay 11 – South
Eastern Basalt Slopes
 Environmental Significance Overlay 17 –
Streamlines
 Environmental Significance Overlay 28 –
Mornington Peninsula Bushland
 Vegetation Protection Overlay 2
 Land Subject to Inundation Overlay
Refer to Appendix 3 for more detail.
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2.

archaeological sites created by the Boon Wurrung Balaug
clan. Merricks Station Grounds has a cultural heritage
sensitivity overlay across a majority of the reserve, refer to
Figure 6

HISTORY

2.1 BOON WURRUNG CULTURAL HERITAGE
Throughout Victoria, the landscape contains an ancient
sociocultural footprint of thousands of generations of
Aboriginal people. Throughout Victoria’s myriad of cultural
landscapes, people obtained sustenance, expressed
themselves artistically, socially, spiritually and symbolically
within these landscapes. The communities passed on
creation stories, cultural lore and social values. The
communities also engaged in conflict, establishing
alliances and social networks, trading exchanges and
bartering and celebrating rites of passage. The Merricks
area forms part of a localised cultural landscape. The
Boon Wurrung people are the Traditional Owners of this
localised cultural landscape. The Boon Wurrung language
group area extends along the coast from the Werribee
River all the way to Wilson Promontory. The Boon Wurrung
Balaug is the local clan group of the Merricks area.
Evidence of the Boon Wurrung Balaug’s local land
stewardship takes the form of Indigenous archaeological
sites, dreaming areas and sacred points within the
landscape. Localised archaeological sites comprise stone
artefacts sites, shell middens, scar trees, hearths and burial
areas. The social and cultural heritage places and objects
associated with Aboriginal society are a significant part of
the ancient heritage and identity of all Australians.
Merricks Station Grounds may contain Indigenous
Master Plan Report V5
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Figure 6: Cultural Heritage Sensitivity

The Victorian Government Aboriginal Heritage Regulations
2007 nominate areas of cultural heritage sensitivity within
Victoria.
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2.2 EUROPEAN HERITAGE

Regulation 23 states ‘a waterway, or land within 200m of a
waterway is an area of cultural heritage sensitivity’. 4

The township of Merricks is named for the early pastoralist
family of Alfred Meyrick and his cousin Henry Meyrick. The
Meyricks took up the first licenses in the area, to the
Coolort (now called Coolart) run and the Ballanrong run in
1840. 7 The land was cleared for grazing and chicory.

Regulation 24 states ‘a prior waterway or land within 200
metres of a prior waterway is an area of cultural heritage
sensitivity’.5
Underpinning these material aspects of Aboriginal cultural
heritage are intangible places where there may be no
physical evidence of past cultural activities. These include
places of spiritual or ceremonial significance, places
where traditional plant or mineral resources occur, or
trade and travel routes. Information about such places
may be passed down from one generation to the next or
may survive in nineteenth century and records.6
DRAFT

The opening of a post office turned a village into a ‘postal
town’ and was often the only claim of place a settlement
had in the nineteenth century. Merricks Post office
opened in 1902, moving location until the construction of
the Merricks Store, which included a post office, in the
1920’s, just after the opening of the Merricks railway
station.8 It was at this time that the village of Merricks
became a focus for the local community.
The Bittern – Balnarring – Merricks – Red Hill railway line,
connecting to the existing railway line at Bittern was
completed in 1921, following agitation from the
community since the turn of the century. The line was
closed in 1953.

4

State Government of Victoria, (2007) Aboriginal Heritage Regulations Version Number

The Shire has commissioned a Conservation Management
Plan (CMP) for the Bittern – Red Hill Railway, which is
currently in development. This plan will inform the future
use and development of the former rail line.

002, p14
5 State Government of Victoria, (2007) Aboriginal Heritage Regulations Version Number
002, p14
6

Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning
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Butler, Graeme, (2001) Hastings District Heritage Study Vol 2, p6

8

Butler, Graeme, (2001) Hastings District Heritage Study Vol 2, p33
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The remaining features of the former railway at Merricks
include the partly intact former platform and the railway
cutting to the north of the platform.
There is currently no interpretation of the former railway
line in the reserve.

Figure 9: Former platform, existing condition

DRAFT

Figure 7: Merricks Station c. 1950

Figure 10: Wilding pines throughout the former rail formation to the
north of the platform

Figure 8: Train engine at Merricks c. 1927
Master Plan Report V5

Following the closure of the railway line, the Merricks
Station Ground was used for grazing up to the 1960’s. In
1963 the Shire acquired the title of the property from the
14
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Victorian Railways. In the early 1970’s, the first Advisory
Committee for the reserve was appointed by Council and
in 1978, the Merricks Saddle Club was established by a
number of local residents at the reserve. The Merricks
Saddle Club continues at the reserve, has more than 100
members and holds two rallies per month.

DRAFT

Figure 11: Equestrian rally

In the late 1980’s The Peninsula Quarter Horse Association
established themselves at the reserve. In 1994 the PQHA
worked in close conjunction with the Hastings Council to
construct the major enclosed sand arena. Many
equestrian events have been held at this arena since its
construction.
The PQHA has over 50 members and runs one competition
day per month and one clinic or instruction day per
month.
Master Plan Report V5

Figure 12: Peninsula Quarter Horse Association event flyer

The Merricks Pony Club was established at the reserve in
1995. This year they celebrate 20 years of activity at
Merricks. The pony club has 40 riding members and holds
one rally day a month.
15
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3.

BACKGROUND REPORTS

The Strategy notes several challenges for Council in
relation to open space including:

A large number of local and state policies and previous
studies have been reviewed in order to inform the Master
Plan.



Relevant strategies and policies to this master plan
include:



3.1 OPEN SPACE STRATEGY (2003)



This strategy was prepared due to a need to identify
planning and development issues and priorities for a
region with a diverse number of competing open space
demands.



This three part strategy sets out the key directions for the
planning and management of open space in the Shire,
including vision, key direction statements and
recommendations.



Within the Open Space Strategy Merricks Station Ground,
in association with the Red Hill Station Ground, is defined
as a sporting reserve with township classification.
Sporting Reserves are defined as those “…reserves that
provide for the needs of a range of outdoor sporting and
recreation needs in the community. Reserves may be
multi-purpose and cater for a range of activities……..or
they may cater for only one activity” 9

Reports



Ensuring a sustainable natural environment while
accommodating increased visitation and population
growth.
Encouraging and managing community and agency
partnerships in the development and maintenance
of open space.
Providing open space opportunities and
infrastructure for local communities, the Peninsula as
a region and visitors to the Shire.
Ensuring that various departments both within and
external to the Shire work in an integrated and
coordinated way to manage and develop open
space.
Ensuring fair and adequate access to open space
areas and key destinations throughout the Shire.
Continuing to maintain and upgrade sporting
reserves in response to community needs and
sporting trends.

3.2 ACTIVE SPORTS STRATEGY (2012)
The aim of the Active Sports Strategy is to assist the
Mornington Peninsula Shire to plan for the future provision
of sports and sporting infrastructure throughout the

9 Mornington Peninsula Open Space Strategy (2003) Vol. 1, p 5
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municipality. In this Strategy sports are broadly defined as
‘active organised and structured sports, which utilise Shire
facilities and are represented by a peak body’.
Of relevance to existing and potential facilities to be
provided at the Merricks Station Recreation Reserve to
following sports specific actions were identified:




Cycling and Mountain Biking
o There is a general increase in popularity of cycling
in general: road riding, mountain bike riding,
people riding to work and weekends away using
trails.
o Foster shared use of roads and trails.
o The Merricks to Red Hill Rail trail is popular amongst
Mountain bikers of all ages.
Equestrian
o Overall participation rates in equestrian activities in
the Shire have remained stable.
o The Strategy identifies a range of issues associated
with equestrian activities:
- displacement of riding opportunities
- environmental degradation through horse
riding activities
- the lack of casual access to equestrian
grounds for informal riding.
Of relevance to the Merricks Station Grounds Draft
Master Plan are the following recommendations:



Reports

o Continue to monitor participation and demand
and issues associated with use of grounds and
shared use trails.
o Support clubs to sustainably use and manage
equestrian grounds. Foster awareness of
environmental care. Develop management /
master plans for all grounds.
o Maintain general public access to grounds at all
times when equestrian events are not taking place,
through clear signage and access to public
facilities such as toilets, picnic areas, trails for
walking / cycling.
Running and Walking
o Install distance markers on well used running tracks
throughout the shire.
o Local demand – non competitive activities
(walking, jogging) were highly rated.

3.3 PUBLIC TOILET STRATEGY (2012)
The Public Toilet Strategy provides a framework for the
provision and refurbishment of Public Toilets on the
Peninsula. The Merricks Station Grounds public toilet is not
listed in the strategy for replacement or upgrade within
the next five years.
Minor upgrades to water supply will however be
considered.

o Ensure trails are not developed into concrete bike
paths without thorough investigation of all options.
Master Plan Report V5
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3.4

Reports

ROADSIDE EQUESTRIAN AND MOUNTAIN BIKE TRAILS
STRATEGY (2014)
The Roadside Equestrian and Mountain Bike Trails Strategy
focuses on the development of a sustainable roadside trail
network which reflects rural character. The Red Hill Rail
Trail is considered within the strategy and is one of four
long distance rides defined, with Merricks Station Grounds
nominated as a significant trail head facility.

Mornington Peninsula Planning Scheme as a heritage
precinct.

3.5 HASTINGS DISTRICT HERITAGE STUDY Vol 1 (2001)
The purpose of the Hastings District Heritage Study is to
identify, evaluate and provide conservation
recommendations for places of cultural significance (non
Aboriginal) and places of post contact Aboriginal
significance.

Much of the land under consideration for this master plan
is Shire owned and managed. The recommendations of
this master plan may include projects that might be
undertaken by community groups in partnership with the
Shire. Therefore, the terms of the Community Capital
Building (Infrastructure Projects) Policy will provide
guidelines for how such projects might be implemented.

The report identifies the Bittern – Balnarring – Merricks –
Red Hill Railway as a place of Shire level significance.
Recommendations for the ongoing management of the
former railway elements such as the track reserve, and
station grounds and related fabric include:


To conserve and enhance the railway and its
landscape setting where enhancement would
include replacement of any known missing original
components in the building or landscape setting.

The report recommends the Bittern – Balnarring – Merricks
– Red Hill Railway Precinct be included into the

Master Plan Report V5
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COMMUNITY CAPITAL BUILDING (Infrastructure
Projects) POLICY (2012)
This policy is designed to facilitate community capital
building projects and to forge a stronger partnership
between the Shire and the many community groups
interested in developing and improving community assets.

3.7 PLAYSPACE STRATEGY (2015)
The Playspace Strategy updates the Playground Strategy
from 2008 and provides a framework for the ongoing
planning, design and management of the Shire’s public
playgrounds.
The strategy recognises that playspaces are an important
component of community social well being and healthy
active lifestyles. They provide an important role in
providing an outdoor setting where people can gather
and connect with one another.
18
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3.8

MERRICKS STATION RESERVE STRATEGIC
MANAGEMENT PLAN 2003 – 2007 (2002)
The Merricks Station Reserve Strategic Management Plan
2003 – 2007 was developed in 2002 to provide a strategic
direction for the reserve over 5 years.






Reports

Enclosed arena, (including a feasibility study).
Drainage in key areas (part completed).
Toilet upgrade.
Underground power supply and night lighting
(incorporating arena lights).

The Strategic Plan is based on four key strategic principles:







A Strategic Focus
Responding to Community Need – The reserve will
cater for demonstrable current and future equestrian
needs within the community, which is in keeping with
available financial and community resources.
Sustainable and Accessible Facilities – the reserves
facilities will cater for a range of needs and abilities
and will be maintained in a manner that makes best
use of assets and available resources.
Building Partnerships - The Committee of
Management will establish, grow and maintain
partnerships and alliances which grow the facility
and its services through a range of agreements which
provide funds, in kind support and business
opportunities.

The report sets out a series of operational and capital
works actions.
Outstanding capital works actions include:



Completion of the cross country jumps course
(majority completed).
Provision of a horse wash facility.

Master Plan Report V5
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4.

The following open space areas are located within the
wider area:

ANALYSIS

4.1 OPEN SPACE
Merricks Station Grounds is the key public open space
within the Merricks township and encompasses both open
space and bushland areas. The reserve is one of the
nominated trailheads, or starting locations, of the Red Hill
Rail Trail.

Name

Provisions

Bill Carroll Reserve

Small reserve with picnic tables,
wetland and some revegetation.

Spray Street Reserve

Small local reserve

Merricks Beach
Foreshore Reserve
Hanns Creek Reserve

Barbecue, public toilets, dog off
leash

The closest playspace is at Balnarring Civic Reserve,
approximately 4.0km away.

Figure 13: The Red Hill Rail Trail
equestrian connection

Figure 14: Red Hill Rail Trail
pedestrian and bicycle
connection

Figure 15: Existing open space
Master Plan Report V5
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This comparative analysis reveals the lack of a community
park supporting gatherings and informal recreation within
the local Merricks area.

4.2 LANDSCAPE AND ENVIRONMENT
4.2.1
Geomorphology
Landscapes are shaped by geomorphological and
pedological processes, and natural systems are often a
reflection of the geomorphology upon which they sit.
Victoria’s Geographical Framework indicates that the
Merricks area forms part of the very low relief (elevation
100 – 250m) Southern Uplands. Merricks location in the
southern part of the Mornington Peninsula indicates that it
sits within an area that is mostly comprised of Older Basalt
dating from the Palaeogene period, with late Neogene
alluvium in the drainage lines. The resultant landform is
comprised of low rounded crests with broadly spaced flats
and depressions. The underlying geomorphology is
reflected in the soil types found in the area and in the
vegetation classes they support.10
The point where Coolart Creek crosses Merricks Road is
noted as a geological heritage site of regional
significance by the Geological Society of Australia. It is
listed as 59: Merricks – Coolart Creek Capture. The Coolart
10 Victorian Resources Online website. Victoria’s Geomorphological Framework (VGF)
Department Environment and Primary Industries.
http://vro.depi.vic.gov.au/dpi/vro/vrosite.nsf/pages/landform_geomorphology
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Creek at this point was formerly a tributary of East Creek.
This stream was captured by an entrenched tributary of
Merricks Creek, leaving a swampy wind gap. The site was
formerly marked by a swampy depression, which has since
been drained. No particular land use management is
recommended to maintain the significance of the site.
The current day alignment of the wind gap is across the
study area towards the headwaters of East Creek.11
4.2.2 Vegetation
The Merricks Station Grounds occurs within the Port Phillip
and Westernport Catchment and the Gippsland Plain
Bioregion. The study area sits within the catchment of
Coolart Creek, located just beyond the reserve boundary.
The reserve supports indigenous vegetation characteristic
of two Ecological Vegetation Classes (EVC): the Herb –
rich Foothill Forest (Ecological Vegetation Class 23 –
EVC23) and the Swampy Riparian Woodland (Ecological
Vegetation Class 83 – EVC83). Both these ecological
vegetation classes are characterised as endangered on
the Mornington Peninsula and within the bioregion.
Contemporary sources from the 1850’s claimed that the
country around Balnarring and along the ridge to Red Hill

11 Keble, R. A. (1950). The Mornington Peninsula. Geol. Surv. Vict. Memoir 17 quoted in
Victorian Resources Online website:
http://vro.depi.vic.gov.au/dpi/vro/portregn.nsf/pages/port_lf_sig_sites_merricks1
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was ‘heavily timbered, chiefly with messmate.’12 A coastal
survey of Westernport produced in 1841 noted that the
southern coast line between Somers and Bobbanaring
(Point Leo) contained ‘open forest timbered with Gums,
Wattle and She Oak trees’.13 This account suggests that
the land on which the reserve sits would have been
forested. In the 1970’s Winty Calder asserted that large
scale land clearing by European settlers had resulted in
there being no original stands of trees remaining on the
Mornington Peninsula, with a few exceptions, and that all
tree stands are primary, secondary or tertiary
regeneration.14
The vegetation character of the reserve is consistent with
this observation, presenting a pastoral character of
cleared open spaces set amongst a mixture of
indigenous, introduced native and exotic trees. The
indigenous vegetation present reflects the EVC’s present
on the site. To the north of the site is a mature stand of
Swampy Riparian Woodland, with a dense thicket of
mature swamp paperbarks (Melaleuca ericifolia)
interspersed with the occasional swamp gum (Eucalyptus
ovata). The dense understorey contains a mix of

indigenous and weedy plants. This vegetation provides a
frame or enclosure to the cleared open areas utilised by
the equestrian clubs, particularly for sections of the cross
country course.

Figure 16: Swampy riparian forest framing the grassed open areas of
the equestrian cross country course.

The remainder of the reserve has a number of mature
eucalypts, predominantly Eucalyptus viminalis (Manna
Gum). These trees occur in stands as well as singly, in
grassed or mulched ground plane, with very little
indigenous understorey present, creating an open
pastoral character. A number of these trees have been
listed on the Shire’s register of significant trees.

12 Butler, Graeme, Hastings District Heritage Study Vol ,1 p5
13 Coastal Survey 17A Smythe, 1841, sited in Butler, Graeme, Hastings District Heritage
Study Vol 2 p5
14 Calder, Winty, ‘A History of the Mornington Peninsula’. Victorian Historical Magazine
Vol 45, Feb 1974, No. 1
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In addition, there are a number of planted shelter belts of
native trees such as Eucalyptus lehmannii (Yate) which
screen the reserve from the adjoining property and also
provide some enclosure to the cleared open areas. A
number of these trees appear to have reached their
useful life expectancy (ULE).

Figure 17: Remnant vegetation by EVC (source Mornington Peninsula
Shire GIS)

Figure 18: Eucalyptus viminalis community in a grassy ground plane,
adjacent to the Merricks Road car park. The water jump is visible to
the left of the photo
Master Plan Report V5

There are a number of large wilding Monterey Pines (Pinus
radiata), often occurring in stands throughout the reserve.
These trees are a recognised weed on the Mornington
Peninsula and create a dark and closed character when
a number of them are growing in close proximity. This is
evident in the existing horse tie up area, and along the
former rail alignment in the cross country course. Typically
the litter produced by pine tree inhibits the growth of any
other understorey species, also the case at Merricks.

Figure 19: A number of wilding pine trees throughout the horse tie
up yards
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Despite the efforts of the resident clubs, there are also a
number of weed species present, in addition to the
Monterey Pines. These include blackberry, boneseed and
sweet pittosporum amongst others.
A flora survey carried out in 2000 by Peninsula Bushworks
lists the variety of indigenous species and introduced
species occurring along the rail trail and maps the various
vegetation communities. The section of trail immediately
to the north west of the Merricks Station Reserve is noted
as a Swamp Paperbark – Swamp Gum Scrub vegetation
community. This merges into an exotic grassland
dominated section of the trail. This report also noted that
the linear layout of the trail creates a huge ‘edge effect’
with respect to the impact of weeds and the potential
spread from adjoining properties.15

4.2.3 Fauna
A Fauna Survey along the Red Hill Rail Trail carried out in
2003 identified the significant taxa, and their habitat. The
report concluded that ‘The environs of the study area can
be considered to be of State significance, with taxa along
the study area listed at local, regional and State levels.’
The report also noted that weeds, vermin and human
disturbance are the greatest causes of local extinction of
habitat and fauna populations on the Peninsula and
within the environs of the study area.’ 16
Council’s GIS mapping system has recorded a number of
species occurring in a ‘cell’ covering part of the reserve.
Refer to Appendix 4 for the full listing.

The report provides a tool for the revegetation of the trail
in order to create a ‘biolink’ between the Red Hill Station
Reserve and Merricks Station Grounds.

15

Cuming, Rohan and Walker, Gidja, Flora Survey, Mapping, Management

Recommendations and Summary of Works for Shire Bushland Reserves (2000)
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16 Legg, M and Hall, B; Fauna Survey and Management Prescriptions for the Merricks –
Red Hill Trail, Red Hill from September 2001 to February 2003
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4.2.4 Topography
The topography of the reserve has an influence on
character, as well as use and access, overland flow and
vegetation characteristics.
Nominal relative levels within the reserve vary from a high
point of RL 44.80 near the start of the shared pedestrain
and cycle trail at to a low point on the equestrain trail on
the other side of the reserve of RL 35.85. The fall across the
reserve is relatively consistent from the shared pedestrian /
cycle trail to the opposite boundary, with some localised
high and low points. The maximum fall is approximately
6.85 metres, howver over the width of the reserve this
averages out to an approximate grade of 1 metre in 22.
This fall will need to be considered in any planning for
universal access pathways within the reserve.
There are already a number of flat arenas and spaces
that have been constructed for equestrian activities, and
the former rail alignment is also relatively flat. The location
of dressage arena No. 3 takes advantage of the flat area
created for the railway station and sidings.
Drainage lines cut across the reserve allow overland flow
to run off into Coolart Creek. In many cases the
vegetation of the swampy riparian wetland EVC has
started colonising these areas, reflecting the damp
conditions in these channels.
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The land on the former station platform is relatively flat,
and the equestrian clubs have utilised this space as a
viewing and juding area.

Figure 20: Topography – the relatively gentle cross fall across the
reserve

4.2.5 Fire Management
Merricks Station Grounds is not currently identified within
the confines of the Bushfire Management Overlay which
comprises part of the Mornington Peninsula Shire Planning
Provisions.
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4.3 ACCESS AND CIRCULATION
4.3.1 Vehicular Management
There are two public car parks at the reserve, one is
accessed from Frankston – Flinders Road and provides
access to the public toilets and the shared pedestrian and
cycle trail. Float and other vehicular access into the
reserve is achieved through this car park. The other car
park is accessed from Merricks Road and provides limited
float parking and access to the equestrian trail.

A traffic study by Leigh Hale Consulting Services
confirmed:




The sight distance for traffic turning right into the
reserve is restricted by roadside vegetation and the
left hand bend in Frankston - Flinders Road.
The sight distance for traffic turning into access road
to the car park on Merricks Road is restricted in both
directions by vegetation, by a sharp curve and low
point to the west and by a crest to the east.

The car park at Frankston – Flinders Road is an informal,
unsealed car park, and was noted to have been utilised
as a depository for storing mulch during our visit. So
although there is a relatively considerable area
(approximately 2,100m²) available, this is not obvious.
The car park entry is also the access route to the float
parking area of the reserve. This creates some potential
conflicts between large vehicles towing floats and the
smaller vehicles of community members and visitors
parking to utilise the trail.

Figure 21: Vehicular access and parking
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The car park at Merricks Road is identified by all
stakeholders and a large number of survey respondents as
being inadequate in size and layout to cater for the
number of equestrians wishing to ride the trail, especially
on weekends. In addition, the Leigh Hale report indicates
that the “entrance location, formation, condition and
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vegetation create a hazard for through traffic and turning
traffic”17

4.3.2 Pedestrian and Bicycle Access and Circulation
Pedestrian access into Merricks Station Grounds from the
public car park on Frankston - Flinders Road is through a
small gap next to a locked gate. This entry is not universally
accessible. Equestrian members have explained that small
access points are required to prevent runaway horses
bolting through them. Once in the reserve, there are no
obvious pedestrian trails leading to such areas as the
picnic area or the viewing platform.

Figure 22: Merricks Road car park is small and the layout does not
maximise parking space numbers

Float parking in the reserve is achieved through the
Frankston Flinders Road car park and is available to key
holders only. Key holders must be members of one of the
resident clubs or are required to have the necessary
equestrian insurance to ride their horses on the reserve.
Figure 23: Pedestrian access to the reserve from Frankston – Flinders
Road car park

17

Hale, Leigh (2014), Existing Condition Stage Road Safety Audit, Merricks Station

The Red Hill Rail Trail splits at Merricks, with a trail along the
southern boundary of the reserve designated a shared
trail for pedestrian and bicycle use. The trail along the

Reserve Access. p7
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northern boundary is designated as an equestrian trail and
leads to the Merricks Road car park.

Figure 24: Shared pedestrian and cycle trail

The Flinders – Frankston Road Car Park has been
designated a ‘trail head’ for pedestrians and cyclists
utilising the Red Hill Rail trail, due to the provision of car
parking facilities and a public toilet.
Currently, the access to the shared pedestrian / bicycle
trail is not well sign posted, especially from the car park.
The bollards at the entry to the trail have been replaced
with a new configuration for a trial period.
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Figure 25: Bollards at the commencement of the Rail Trail

Other facilities that might be expected at a trail head,
such as picnic tables, to rest at the beginning / end of a
journey, a shelter, trail information, drinking water are not
currently available at Merricks Station Grounds and will be
considered within the scope of this master plan.
There is limited or no pedestrian access along Frankston –
Flinders Road, between the Merricks General Store and
bus stop and the residential properties to the north on
Merricks Road. A pedestrian gate has recently been
provided to allow access to the reserve from Merricks
Road and to provide a safer pedestrian environment than
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currently available along the road verge on Frankston –
Flinders Road.

impassable. A large number of stakeholders and
respondents to the feedback survey noted this issue as an
ongoing problem.

Figure 27: equestrian trail conditions winter 2012
Figure 26: Trail network

4.3.3 Equestrian Access and Circulation
Equestrian access to the reserve is via the clubs’ float
parking area, which is controlled by key access.
Equestrians must have current recognised insurance to
ride their horses on the reserve.

As previously indicated, Merricks Station Grounds is noted
as a trail head for the Rail Trail in the Roadside Equestrian
and Mountain Bike Trails Strategy. The trail splits at Merricks
into two narrower trails, leading to separate car parks. A
separate trail head facility would therefore be required for
each car park. There are currently no public trail head
facilities at the Merricks Road car park.

Equestrian access to the Red Hill – Merricks Rail Trail is
along the earthen bridle trail that links the Rail Trail with the
Merricks Road car Park.
This section of trail passes through the riparian zone of the
Coolart Creek, and during winter is very wet and at times
Master Plan Report V5
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4.3.4 Activities
Merricks Station Grounds is recognised as an equestrian
facility by the Shire, so the predominant activities on the
reserve are equestrian related.
The active clubs at the reserve are:




Merricks Saddle Club
Peninsula Quarter Horse Association (PQHA)
Merricks pony Club

Merricks Saddle Club holds 2 rallies a month at the reserve,
as well as at least three major events during the year.

Mornington Athletics Club has held cross country running
events along the Rail Trail, finishing at the Reserve.
The Red Hill Rail Trail is very popular, attracting walkers,
runners, cyclists and horse riders from the local area and
beyond.
There is currently no landcare group active at the reserve,
however the Merricks and Coolart Catchment Landcare
Group is active in the local area and is keen to become
involved in future works at Merricks Station Grounds.

PQHA has one completion day a month and an
additional clinic or instruction day per month.
Merricks Pony Club holds monthly rallies at the reserve and
also organises one or two competition days a year that
are attended by other Peninsula based Pony Clubs. All
clubs hold monthly rallies or meetings and members
access and utilise the reserve for casual riding at other
times. Riding for the Disabled utilise the reserve for some of
their larger events several times a year. Toorak College
also utilise the reserve for equestrian events during the
year.
Some community members access the reserve during
those times it is not being utilised for equestrian activity to
walk, walk their dogs, or take their children bike riding.
Walking groups who are aware of the picnic tables within
the reserve will end their walk along the rail trail with a
picnic in the reserve.
Master Plan Report V5
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4.3.5 Facilities
Current public recreation facilities and amenities at the
reserve include:




two public unsealed car parks
a public toilet
trail heads at two trails to the reserve perimeter
connecting to the main Red Hill Rail Trail

Current club equestrian facilities at the reserve include:














three sand ménages
club room building including picnic tables
machinery storage sheds
a lunging yard
horse tie up rails and yards
elevated viewing structure
seating
announcers booth
cross country jumps course
cattle yards and ramp
float parking area
small storage dam
a picnic area

Figure 28: Public car park Frankston- Flinders Road

Figure 29: Public toilet

Figure 30: Sand menage
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Figure 31: Lunging yard

Figure 34: Cross country jumps

Figure 32: Horse tie up yards

Figure 35: Club rooms

Figure 33: Seating and elevated viewing structure

Figure 36: Club float car park

Master Plan Report V5
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5.

CONSULTATION



Throughout the project discussions have taken place with:




Mornington peninsula Shire Officers and Councillors.
Key Stakeholders.
Interested community representatives.

At this point in the process the consultation process has
included:






A direct mail out to over 200 local residents, shop
owners and local businesses in Merricks, providing
information about the project and a feedback form.
Project information, including a feedback form
outlined on the Shire website.
Individual interviews with stakeholders and sporting
clubs.
A park walk around the reserve with interested
community members.

Key issues to arise out of the consultation process to date
are:

5.1 ACCESS





The shared pedestrian / cycle trail is not sign posted
from the Frankston Flinders Road car park.
The shared pedestrian / cycle trail requires regular
maintenance to keep it in a condition appropriate
for such a well used asset.
There is no pedestrian access along Frankston –
Flinders Road.
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The Merricks Road section of the trail (equestrian
bridle path) is waterlogged and impassable in wet
conditions.
Members of the local community have indicated a
desire for a dedicated area that the general public
can use at any time.

5.2 VEGETATION









The reserve has a number of significant trees,
especially Eucalyptus viminalis.
A long term vision for the existing vegetation is
required, eg the removal of existing pine trees, a tree
replacement strategy, consideration of the long term
viability of existing significant trees.
There are opportunities to retain remnant indigenous
vegetation and to set aside additional areas to
create habitat.
The rail trail has the potential to become a habitat
corridor between the two station reserves.
The process of permit application for vegetation
removal is currently managed by the Shire.
‘Weeds’ are considered a major problem particularly
with members of the local landcare group, the
Committee of Management and residents living in
adjacent properties.
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5.3 PARKING








The club float parking area within the reserve has
drainage problems and gets wet and boggy over
winter.
The Merricks Road float park is too small, with a poor
layout and no tie up facilities. The existing fence is
also inadequate.
The public car park is congested on rally days
causing vehicles to back up along Frankston –
Flinders Road.
Trail riding clubs would appreciate a suitable parking
area for 12 – 20 cars and floats at the beginning of
rides.

5.4 FACILITIES
The existing clubs are proud of their achievements at the
reserve, and a number of facilities and capital
improvements have been undertaken by club members
donating goods, services and time as well as undertaking
fund raising. There are some facility related issues which
were fairly consistent across all clubs and club members in
consultation and survey feedback.














Assets within the reserve are largely maintained by
volunteers in the equestrian clubs.
Public toilets are well maintained but do not cope on
busy days due to a small filling tank and pump.
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Rally yard adjacent to public car park is getting old.
This area could be converted into a public space
with picnic and play facilities.
Existing picnic area within the reserve is available for
public use, although this is not well advertised.
Access to the picnic area involves crossing the
equestrian grounds, it is therefore less accessible on
rally / event days.
The local community believe there is no dedicated
area that the general public may use at any time. If
they do use the reserve, they do so at times to avoid
equestrians.
Lighting to the reserve is inadequate, especially in
the public car park and around the pavilion.
The existing pavilion has no disabled access. There
are limited accessible facilities within the reserve such
as mounting ramps etc. The grounds are used
regularly by Riding for the Disabled and Peninsula
Quarter Horse Association provide rideability classes
that cater for disabled riders.
Clubs have identified a range of improvements they
consider important in the clubrooms such as:
o internal toilets and a shower
o upgraded kitchen to meet the required standards
o first aid room
o external lighting
A roof over one of the arenas is desired by a number
of equestrian members.
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Arena 3 (small sand ménage) requires upgrading
and resurfacing.
Provide a shelter over existing raised spectator
seating.
Provision of facilities for camping at the reserve,
including showers.
Provision of horse wash facilities.
Provision of notice board advertising forthcoming
events to engage the community and the clubs.
More storage is required.
Issues around access to the reserve, control of keys
and casual equestrian use were raised during
consultation and in some feedback responses.
Some resident club members are not key holders and
are therefore unable to access the reserve on a
casual basis. It appears to be generally accepted
that access and use of the facilities is only granted to
those who are insured for riding activities.

Master Plan Report V5
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6.

IMPLICATIONS

As part of the analysis stage, a range of site conditions
were examined and discussed in relation to the Objectives
of the master plan. A number of issues were also raised
during the consultation discussions as well as being raised
in the community feedback forms.
The key issues with implications on the master plan
identified to date include:

6.1 STRATEGIC CONTEXT
6.1.1 Zoning
As noted in Section 1.2.2, the Merricks Station Reserve is
currently zoned as a mixture of PPRZ and GWZ, reflecting
the three land parcels making up the reserve.
A large section of the reserve is covered by GWZ, which
does not specifically cater to demands of public
recreation reserves.
6.1.2 Open Space Strategy Classifications
As noted in Section 3.1, The Open Space Strategy defines
Merricks Station Grounds as a sporting reserve, in
association with Red Hill Station Reserve, with township
classification. Trails were unclassified in the draft
document.
This classification reflects the use of the reserve as an
equestrian facility.
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The Open Space Strategy acknowledges that there are
conflicting ‘visions’ and expectations within the
community relating to the level and type of access to
‘bushland areas’ associated with or adjoin(ing) areas used
for other open space or land use purposes.
The report recommends that distinct management zones
may be applicable across an open space area,
particularly in situations where there is environmental,
cultural or heritage sensitivity.
The definition of clearly articulated management zones
within Merricks Station Grounds may help to avoid the
previous tensions arising out of recreational and
environmental uses within the reserve.

6.2 ENVIRONMENT
The environmental issues with implications of the master
plan at Merricks Station Grounds include:




Management and removal of weed species
Preservation and enhancement of significant trees
and endangered vegetation classes.
Replacement of shelter belt planting with suitable
species.

6.3 FACILITIES AND AMENITIES
6.3.1 Equestrian Facilities

The existing public toilets do not cope during busy
times.

The existing club rooms are not a high priority on the
Shires Pavilion Strategy, however some issues such as
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poor or non – existent wheelchair access should be
considered within the scope of the master plan.
The suggested relocation of the existing tie yard and
their replacement with a public space.
The poor drainage of the internal car park.
Upgrades to the surface of the sand ménages and
the potential covering of one
Clubs are unable to offer overnight camping during
events.
There is limited shade in the viewing area and none
over the elevated seating structure.
The existing raised viewing structure has non
compliance safety issues that require remediation.
The storage sheds are at capacity.
There is no lighting to any of the sand ménages, car
parks or club room exterior.

6.3.2 Public Facilities and Amenities

Creation of a defined space that is accessible to
members of the public whilst ensuring their safety
and the safety of the equestrians making use of the
reserve.

6.4 VEHICULAR ACCESS AND CAR PARKING



6.5 PEDESTRIAN, BICYCLE AND PUBLIC EQUESTRIAN
ACCESS





Provision of accessible trail connections to the main
Red Hill Rail Trail.
Provision of accessible pedestrian connections into
the reserve
Provision of accessible shared pathway along
Frankston - Flinders Road .
Improvements to the equestrian trail connection to
overcome the issues relating to waterlogging.

6.6 CULTURAL HERITAGE




The Merricks Station Grounds Master Plan is required
to be compliant with the Aboriginal Heritage Act
2006. Any proposed infrastructure within the reserve
which is recognised in the Aboriginal Heritage
Regulations 2007 as a high impact activity and is
situated within the area of cultural heritage sensitivity
within the reserve may require a cultural heritage
management plan prior to construction.
Provision of elements to interpret relevant cultural
heritage values such as Indigenous cultural heritage
and the historical railway.

Locating car parks with safe access and adequate
space.
Ensure emergency access into the reserve.

Master Plan Report V5
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7.

MASTER PLAN DIRECTIONS

An over-arching vision has been developed for Merricks
Recreation Reserve to inform the directions of the master
plan.

Merricks Recreation Reserve Vision
Merricks Recreation Reserve will be enhanced
to create an inclusive shared space for all.







Plan

Directions

Identify opportunities for community capital
contributions by local clubs, landcare groups and
others.
Identify actions to protect and enhance the
vegetation present in the reserve as well as weed
and vermin control.
Identify maintenance standards for the reserve
infrastructure / natural systems.

Consideration has also been given to the issues outlined
previously in the development of the master plan
directions.

In developing Directions for the master plan, reference
has also been made to the key objectives of the brief:
Equestrian Values





Identify a range of actions to enhance equestrian
facilities at the reserve.
Improvement of facilities for trail users.
Develop reserve signage.
Identify redundant infrastructure and / or
opportunities to relocate infrastructure.

Open Space Values



Consider the development and improvement of
facilities for public recreation use of the reserve.
Consider opportunities for protection and
interpretation of aboriginal and european cultural
heritage.

Master Plan Report V5
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7.1 STRATEGIC CONTEXT

7.1.2 Open Space Strategy

Classify existing trails in any update of the Open
Space Strategy, noting that the Red Hill Rail Trail is
recognised in other strategies as of regional
importance.

Define management zones within open space areas
where there are environmental, cultural or heritage
sensitivities as recommended in the Open Space
Strategy. Merricks Station Grounds would benefit from
Master Plan Report V5
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having clearly articulated management zones which
define the areas of environmental, cultural and
heritage sensitivity and also the appropriate activities
and development that might be considered within
each.

The strategic classification of the reserve should recognise
the significance and capability of the existing landscape
to support and manage recreational and environmental
pursuits. The topography, vegetation, aspect, hydrology
should be considered within this assessment.
7.1.1 Confirming Title Boundaries and Rezoning

Investigate the possibility of transferring ownership of
the DELWP controlled land parcels, including the
portion of road reserve at the Merricks Road –
Frankston Flinders Road intersection currently utilised
as recreation reserve.

Consideration should be given to re-zoning these
land parcels as Public Park and Recreation Zone PPRZ
rather than Green Wedge Zone 2 to reflect the
predominant activities occurring in the reserve.

Plan

7.1.3 Directions from the Strategic Plan
The current draft master plan supports many of capital
works recommendations in the Merricks Station Reserve
Strategic Management Plan 2003 – 2007 including:











Car park improvements.
Continued implementation of the cross country
course, taking care to avoid impacting sensitive
environmental areas, or heritage remnants.
Installation of horse wash facility.
Improvements to drainage.
Maintenance of Red Hill Rail Trail.
Provision of picnic tables and seats.
Undertake a feasibility study for provision of a
covered arena.
Upgrade of public toilet.
Underground power supply and lighting.

Any proposed improvements to the club rooms are to be
investigated and / or implemented under the Shire’s
Pavilion Strategy.
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7.1.4 Roadside Equestrian and Mountain Bike Strategy
(2014)
The master plan directions seek to implement the
recommendations of the Roadside Equestrian and
Mountain Bike Strategy with respect to provision of trail
head facilities.

7.2

Plan
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FACILITIES AND AMENITIES

7.2.1 Equestrian Facilities

Cross Country Course
The master plan reflects the proposed cross country
course, the alignment of which has previously been
approved by Council. The Pony Club and Saddle Club
intend to continue upgrading the course.


Horse tie up yards

It is proposed to relocate the horse tie up yards to the
Frankston – Flinders Road frontage of the reserve, allowing
horses to be secured close to floats. Some additional tie
up yards have been located near the proposed horse
wash facility and near the current picnic area.


Dressage Arena

Improve the surface of the small sand ménage (Arena 3).
This will require the removal of the existing base and
replacement with 150mm compacted depth 5mm gravel
and 25mm depth coarse river sand over the top.


Lighting

Provide lighting to the fenced arena allowing for more
flexibility in use.
Provision of lighting elsewhere in the reserve, such as
around the pavilion, in the proposed community area and
in the car parks will be important for safety as well as night
use.
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Increased Storage Capacity
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Horse Wash Facilities
Amenity

Provide improved amenities for spectator viewing at the
former platform area, such as new seating, picnic tables
and shade from new canopy trees and a shelter. Any
shade structure should be sensitively designed to reflect
the heritage of the former railway and allow for viewing to
arenas on both sides of the platform. It is recommended
that the existing elevated viewing structure be upgraded
to conform to current safety and access requirements or
be replaced.
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Covered Arena

Undertake a feasibility study for the construction of a roof
over the existing fenced arena (Arena 2) to provide an all
weather surface at the reserve.

A number of seats are to be located along both sides of
the platform.
Provide new picnic tables, a barbecue and shade trees in
the existing club picnic area adjacent to the club room


Improve universal access

Provide at least one mounting ramp to facilitate sessions
held by Riding for the Disabled and the rideability classes
associated with the PQHA show program.
Ensure connections between the car parks, clubrooms
and other facilities are traversable (i.e. a maximum grade
of 1 in 20 with maximum cross fall of 1 in 40)
Ensure all pedestrian access points are accessible by
wheelchair and pram.
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Figure 37: Dedicated equestrian facilities

7.2.2 Community Facilities
The relocation of the existing horse tie up yards frees up a
space in the reserve for the provision of a community
passive recreation area and all ages space. The use of this
space as a community space is further supported by the
relocation of the access to the float parking area
described in Section 5.6.1.
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It is proposed that the existing pine trees in the area be
removed prior to any development of the space.
The master plan recommends provision of a picnic shelter,
with barbecue and picnic facilities to be provided and
other park infrastructure such as rubbish bins and drinking
fountains. As this is the trail head for walkers and cyclists on
the Red Hill Rail Trail, drinking water and bicycle rails
should also be provided. Additional shade is proposed
through new canopy trees.
7.2.3 Existing Public Toilet
Upgrade the existing public toilet in accordance with the
Public Toilet Strategy.
In the short term, address concerns regarding the water
supply by provision of a larger/additional water storage
tank, a bore water supply and/or a pump upgrade.
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picnic / barbecue area and close to the existing
toilet.
Consideration should also be given to screening this
space from equestrian events through a broad area
of planting.
Give consideration to providing static exercise
equipment and appropriate play pieces appeal to
a broad range of ages.
Provide nature based play structures and facilities.
Investigate use of logs from fallen pine trees.
Interpret local fauna with carved sculptural
elements or other features.
Ensure access to equestrian area is gated with self
closing gated and child proof latches.

It is unlikely any improvements to the existing toilet will
cater for the numbers visiting the reserve when events are
held. Consideration may need to be given to the provision
of temporary toilets for these larger events.
7.2.4 All Ages Space

Provide a new all ages space within the new
community space.

This space is to be located close to other new
facilities such as the car park, and the proposed
Master Plan Report V5

Figure 38: Community facilities zone, including play space
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The existing open grassed areas within the reserve provide
the potential for shared use by the community as passive
recreation areas. During those times that the reserve is not
utilised for equestrian activities, community members
should have access for passive recreation such as
walking, dog walking, jogging, informal kickabout spaces,
areas to learn bike riding etc.
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Shared trail conduct signage
Drinking water.
Tie up rails.
Mounting blocks.

7.2.6 Clubrooms
The club rooms are not intended to be upgraded within
the next ten years under the Shire’s Pavilion Strategy. As
this is outside the time frame of this strategy, the existing
club rooms are shown remaining in the current location.
Consideration should be given to the construction of an
accessible ramp to the club rooms, especially as the
reserve is utilised by Riding for the Disabled.

Figure 39: Community zone and shared use zone

7.2.5 Equestrian Trailhead Facilities
Provide trail head facilities for the equestrian trail near the
proposed float car park on Merricks Road such as:



A small shelter and picnic tables.
Interpretive signage.
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Figure 40: Pavilion zone
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7.3

ENVIRONMENT

Long term protection and enhancement of the
environmental values of the reserve are an important
consideration of the master plan. The impacts of the
proposals on the biodiversity values within the precinct
have been considered within the master plan.
The master plan seeks to avoid or minimise any negative
impacts, and the desired outcome is to enhance the
natural systems.







The following initiatives seek to enhance the
environmental values of the reserve:










Removal of pine trees and other weed species.
Revegetation using species consistent with the
existing vegetation classes in the reserve and the
protection of the existing endangered EVC’s.
The interpretation of the existing natural heritage.
Proposed infrastructure and development has been
located in the highly modified and cleared areas
where possible.
The proposals for shared trails seek to control and
direct access, and through sensitive design improve
drainage and help to control erosion.
Vehicle access and car parking from Merricks Road is
proposed to be relocated, protecting the large
Eucalyptus viminalis in the existing car park. Some
existing overgrown vegetation along the reserve
boundary and in the road reserve will be required to
be cleared.
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The Frankston – Flinders Road car park remains in its
existing location, and subject to further detailed
design, the existing eucalypts at the entry are to be
retained through sensitive design of the entry road.
Additional planting for amenity and screening to
boundaries is proposed throughout the reserve using
indigenous species consistent with the existing
vegetation classes in the reserve.
There are a number of overland flow paths cutting
across the reserve and draining into Coolart Creek.
The drainage is to be improved especially in those
areas where they bisect the equestrian trail. These
drainage lines are to be planted and enhanced as
bioswales, to allow for the treatment of nutrient
loaded run off prior to it entering Coolart Creek.

CULTURAL HERITAGE

The recommendations of the Hastings District heritage
Study and those of the Roadside Equestrian and Mountain
Bike Trails Strategy have been considered in the
development of the master plan.
The following initiatives reflect the recommendations of
these reports:


Provision of a simple shelter with seating for viewing of
equestrian events as well as interpretive elements on
the former platform.
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Clear and repair the retaining wall to the former
platform.
Installation of a planted avenue of a feature tree as
an ‘interpretation corridor’ to reflect the alignment of
the former railway. It is proposed that Eucalyptus
viminalis would be an appropriate species for the
avenue planting.
Provision of interpretive elements at the junction of
the two trails, including a shelter, sitting wall to mark
to alignment of the former railway, and signage.

The Aboriginal Heritage Act (2006) and regulations (2007)
requires that prior to commencement of any major works,
cultural heritage investigation is required to assess the
possibility of existence of sites of archaeological and
historic significance. As part of any implementation,
undertake due diligence for Aboriginal Cultural heritage.

7.5

Plan

Directions

The signage strategy should provide recommendations for
signage to:








Provide an address for the reserve, including the
tenant clubs.
Provide information and dates for upcoming
equestrian events.
Provide directions to key facilities and trails.
Advise users of requirements for protecting the
environment – minimal impact signage.
Advise users of shared code of conduct.
Provide interpretation of environmental values.
Provide interpretation of cultural and heritage values.

SIGNAGE

Information regarding equestrian use and upcoming
events should be disseminated through signage. A key
direction of the master plan is to develop a signage
strategy and branding exercise for the Merricks Station
Grounds and Red Hill Rail Trail.

Master Plan Report V5
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7.6

VEHICLE CAR PARKING AND ACCESS

As noted in Section 4.5, there are safety issues associated
with the existing arrangements for float access to the
reserve. In order to reduce the issues associated with
inadequate sightlines for turning vehicles, as well as
remove conflicts between large and small vehicles in the
existing car park there are a number of master plan
directions relating to access and car parking.
7.6.1 Equestrian Club Car Parking

Relocate the float entry to the reserve further to the
east on Frankston – Flinders Road, removing all floats
from the new community facilities.

Provide electronic access to the float parking
access gates, with self closing gates.

Upgrade the surface of the float parking area and
improve drainage.

Compacted gravel access tracks, suitable for
equine use are provided between the float park
and the arenas.

Vehicular access to the remainder of the reserve is
likely to be infrequent, and is provided over the
grass surface.

Emergency access to the reserve to be provided
through the float access gates. Access to the cross
country course is to be on proposed trails and over
maintained grass open space areas.
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7.6.2 Public car parks

Retain a car park entry in the existing location from
Frankston – Flinders Road, for cars only (no floats).

Extend and formalise the car park with line marking
to maximise the numbers of spaces, and in
coordination with the ‘Unmade Carpark Strategy
(2015). Merricks Station Grounds is currently ranked
as a low priority in the strategy.

Provide accessible car parks in the public car park
at Frankston - Flinders Road.

Relocate the Merricks Road float park to a safer
location and provide a larger space for more float
parks.

Provide trail head facilities nearby, such as a small
shelter, a sign with interpretation, orientation and
trail condition information, horse tie up facilities,
mounting blocks and drinking water.
7.6.3 Merricks – Flinders Road Intersection

Shire to work in conjunction with VicRoads to
consider modifications of the Merricks Road and
Flinders – Frankston Road intersection to improve
road safety.
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PEDESTRIAN, BICYCLE AND EQUESTRIAN ACCESS
AND CIRCULATION

7.7.1 Access

Ensure easy access to the rail trail for bikes,
children’s prams, wheelchairs, horse riders.

Figure 41: Vehicular access

Figure 42: Timber kissing gate detail suitable for pedestrian access
points to the reserve.
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Provide a direct, accessible path connection from
the Frankston Flinders Road public car park to the
club rooms.
Create well defined connections from Merricks
Station Grounds to connecting trails.
Improve trail / road crossings.
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Investigate an appropriate location of a designated
crossing point on Frankston - Flinders Road in
conjunction with VicRoads.

7.7.2 Circulation – Paths and Trails

Shared paths are to be a minimum 2.5 metres wide,
so the shared pedestrian / bicycle trail shall be
widened.

Ensure overhanging vegetation and weeds are
cleared regularly.

Clear overgrown vegetation and provide a shared
path along the Frankston – Flinders Road frontage
and Merricks Road, providing a safe shared
pathway connection for the residents in Hellicars
Road and to Red Hill Rail Trail connection. Any
future connection to an arterial path network would
be in accordance with the Footpath Construction
Strategy (2011)

Ensure pedestrian connections between the car
park and reserve facilities are traversable, i.e. a
maximum 1 in 20 grade and 1 in 40 crossfall.

Provide a pedestrian circuit path within the reserve
for community use (walking / jogging) outside of
equestrian club times. Provide distance markers.

Upgrade and widen the existing equestrian path on
the north side of the path, ensuring there is
adequate drainage, and providing culverts in wet
spots.
Master Plan Report V5

Figure 43: Pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian access and circulation
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Figure 44: Design approach
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above l to r: railway inspired pincic shelter,
Gellibrand; horse wash, mounting ramp
right: kissing gate, horse tie up yards
below l to r: bicycle rails and shelter, shared trail,
reserve fencing

PRECEDENT IMAGES - RESERVE FACILITIES

PRECEDENT IMAGES - RESERVE AMENITY

PRECEDENT IMAGES - INTERPRETATION, ORIENTATION AND ART - TRAIL HEADS

PRECEDENT IMAGES - ALL AGES COMMUNITY SPACE - NATURE BASED PLAY ELEMENTS, STATIC EXERCISE EQUIPMENT
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Figure 49: Draft Landscape Master Plan – Overall Site

DRAFT
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Figure 50: Draft Landscape Master Plan –Reserve Detail – Community Facilities

DRAFT
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Figure 51: Draft Landscape Master Plan Zoning Plan

DRAFT
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8.

IMPLEMENTATION

The main recommendations of the Draft Master Plan for
Merricks Station Grounds are summarised in Table 1 below.
The priorities listed in the table relate to a time frame as
follows:




High Priority 1 – 3 years
Medium Priority
3 – 5 years
Low Priority
more than 5 years

Plan

Implementation

may contribute (such as the tenant clubs, landcare
groups) as well as any other funding sources or grants.
The costs of individual projects may vary according to
construction methods, materials, final design, engineering
considerations, services and infrastructure costs (water,
power, sewerage) contingencies and the like. Allowances
for annual cost escalations should also be considered.
Costings do not include GST, nor has the cost of in-kind /
volunteer support been factored in.

The indicative costs in the table are provided for budget
guidance for the Shire and any community groups that

Master Plan Report V5
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TABLE 1:

Plan

Implementation

MASTER PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS

Actions

Priority

Responsibility

Funding

Estimated Cost

Ongoing

Shire

In House

Medium

Shire

In House

Strategic
1

2

Undertake a cultural heritage investigation
in line with any implementation works (as
required by Aboriginal Heritage Act (2006)
and Regulations (2007)
Develop a palette of furniture to be used
throughout the Merricks Station Grounds.

Sub Total
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$ 00.00
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Facilities and Amenities
3
4
5

6

7

8

9

10
11

Install an accessible ramp to the
clubrooms, providing all abilities access
Continue upgrade of the equestrian cross
country course.
Upgrade existing public toilet facilities with
a larger/additional water storage tank, a
bore water supply and/or a pump
upgrade.
Relocate horse tie up stalls and provide a
double line of fencing along the reserve
boundary adjacent to the proposed
shared pathway.
Develop a combined community picnic
and barbecue area / trail head facility
with a shelter, picnic tables, barbecue,
drinking fountain, rubbish and recycle bins,
bicycle rails and planting at the current
location of the horse tie up area. (Subject
to further detailed design)
Develop a new all ages community space,
including a nature based play elements,
exercise equipment and appropriate play
elements.
Provide trail head facility at equestrian trail,
including an information / orientation
shelter, tie up rails, picnic tables, mounting
blocks
Upgrade surface of the small sand arena
Develop and implement a Merricks Station
Grounds lighting plan
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High

Shire

Master Plan

$ 5,000.00

Ongoing

Clubs

High

Shire

Public Toilet
Strategy

$ 20,000.00

High

Shire

Master Plan

$ 7,500.00

High

Shire

Master Plan /
Roadside Trails
Strategy

$ 60,000.00

High

Shire

Playspace
Strategy

$ 30,000.00

Medium

Shire

Roadside Trails
Strategy

$ 40,000.00

Medium
Medium

Clubs
Shire

Sports Lighting
Strategy

$ 40,000.00
$ 5,000.00
consultancy

-
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11.1 Lighting to arenas

Low

Shire

11.2 Other lighting (car parks, paths, picnic
area)
12
Upgrade external clubhouse areas with
new seating, picnic tables, barbecue and
shade tree planting
13
Undertake a feasibility study for the
provision of a roof over the fenced arena

Low

Shire / clubs

Sports Lighting
Strategy
Master Plan

Medium

Shire

Master Plan

Medium

Clubs

Master Plan /
Grant application

14

Low

Shire / clubs

Master Plan

Shire

Roadside Trails
Strategy

15

Develop a viewing area on the former rail
platform that incorporates interpretive
elements, including a simple shelter with
viewlines to both arenas, picnic tables,
spectator seating, tree planting.
Upgrade the existing spectator structure to
ensure it is complaint with safety and
access standards or replace the structure.
Repair and upgrade the announcers
booth
Create a break out space in the area
where the two separate trails converge.
Provide picnic tables, drinking water and
interpretive elements, such as a low sitting
wall marking the alignment of the former
railway, signage and investigate the
relocation of the former station shelter to
this point
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$ 150,000.00
$ 150,000.00
$ 20,000.00
$ 5,000.00
Consultancy /
matching funding
$ 40,000.00

High

Low

$ 15,000.00
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16

Upgrade the existing clubroom facilities.
Subject to detail design under the Pavilion
Strategy

Low

Shire

Plan

Implementation

Pavilion Strategy
Sub Total
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Weed Removal and Revegetation
17

18
19
20
21

22
23

24
25

Shire / Merricks and
Coolart Creek
Landcare Group /
Clubs
Shire / Merricks and
Coolart Creek
Landcare Group
Shire / Merricks and
Coolart Creek
Landcare Group
Shire

$ 50,000.00

$ 50,000.00

Ongoing

Shire / Merricks and
Coolart Creek
Landcare Group /
clubs
Shire / Merricks and
Coolart Creek
Landcare Group
Shire / Merricks and
Coolart Creek
landscape Group /
Clubs
Shire

Ongoing

Shire

Undertake pine tree and other woody
weed removal for the community picnic
area, and playspace, including
application for appropriate permits
Provide feature trees of indigenous species
in the community picnic area

High

Provide revegetation planting within the
Merricks Station Grounds using indigenous
species.
Planting in the public car parks utilising EVC
specific indigenous species (canopy trees
and mass planting)
Undertake pine and other woody weed
removal from the station platform area
and former rail formation area to allow for
avenue planting
Provide feature (avenue) tree planting of
indigenous species along the interpretation
corridor
Undertake all remaining pine and woody
weed removals within the study area,
including along the trail

High
Ongoing

Support land care groups in the ongoing
removal of weeds from the study area.
Clear overgrown vegetation and remove
weeds from both the trails to achieve the
wider paths recommended in this master
plan
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High

High
Medium
Ongoing
Medium
Medium
Ongoing

$ 10,000.00
$ 20,000.00
$ 10,000.00

$ 15,000.00
$ 50,000.00

Maintenance
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26

Supplementary open space planting,
including to overland flow areas, utilising
EVC specific indigenous planting

Medium

Plan

Implementation

Land care Groups /
Shire

$ 5,000.00
Sub Total

$ 210,000.00

Interpretation and Wayfinding
27
28

29

Clear and repair concrete retaining wall to
platform area and provide interpretation
signage on the platform.
At both trailheads and at the trail
convergence provide:
- trail information, including wayfinding,
trail conditions, trail closures
- cultural heritage information /
interpretation
- environmental information /
interpretation
- shared trails code signage
- minimal impact code signage
Install railway heritage style sign at the
platform
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High

Shire

Master Plan

$ 10,000.00

Medium

Shire

Roadside Trails
Strategy

$ 10,000.00

Medium

Shire

Roadside Trails
Strategy
Sub Total

$ 1,000.00
$ 21,000.00
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Vehicle Car Parking and Access
30

31

32

33

34

Provide compacted gravel, accessible,
vehicular paths, suitable for equine use,
between the new car park and the
arenas.
Relocate access to the club float parking
area further to the east on Frankston Flinders Road to improve sightlines for right
turning vehicles.
Liaise with VicRoads for approval and the
provision of slip lanes and turning lanes.
Provide electronic access.
Extend existing the existing Frankston Flinders Road public car park, and layout
to maximise the number of car spaces
Compacted gravel surface with spiked
plastic disc line marking
Provide four accessible spaces: 2 near the
toilets and 2 near the pavilion.
Relocate public float car parking on
Merricks Road to improve sightlines for
turning vehicles.
Undertake a Biodiversity Assessment Study
of the existing vegetation to be cleared in
this location.
Reconfigure the existing float car park
within the reserve, improve the surface and
drainage
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High

Shire

$90,000.00

Medium

Shire

$40,000.00

Medium

Shire

$70,000.00

Medium

Shire

$115,000.00

Shire

Medium

Shire

$230,000.00
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35

Undertake further detailed design of the
realignment of the Merricks Road –
Frankston - Flinders road intersection

Low

Plan

Implementation

Shire

In House
Sub Total

$ 545,000.00

Pedestrian, Bicycle and Equestrian Access and Circulation
36

37

38

39
40

Widen existing shared pedestrian and
bicycle path and re-surface with
compacted granitic gravel to 2.5m wide
where possible, approx 700m.
Provide 2.5m wide shared compacted
granitic gravel pathway along the
Frankston - Flinders Road frontage and
part of the Merricks Road frontage, outside
of the equestrian boundary, approx 750m.
(Note the minimum width for a shared path
is 2.0m)
Upgrade the existing equestrian trail to the
north of the reserve, widen, resurface,
extend to the new float car park and
provide drainage, approx 350m
Improve pedestrian access into the reserve
with the installation of accessible ‘kissing’
gates
Provide a pedestrian refuge and crossing
point on Frankston Flinders road, including
widening the road and providing a
layback to both sides of the road

High

Shire

Roadside Trails
Strategy / Master
Plan

$70,000.00

High

Shire

Roadside Trails
Strategy / Master
Plan

$75,000.00

High

Shire

Roadside Trails
Strategy / Master
Plan

$35,000.00

High

Shire

Master Plan

$ 5,000.00

Low

Shire

$40,000.00

Sub Total
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$225,000.00
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Fencing
41

42
43

New fencing to areas affected by
proposed works – part of Merricks Road
and Frankston Flinders Road frontage,
including a boundary fence outside of the
proposed tie up areas (i.e. a double fence
in this location)
Replace fencing along equestrian trail as
required
Replace fencing along shared pedestrian
– bicycle trail to allow for widening of the
path

Total for High Priority Actions
Total for Medium Priority Actions
Total for Low Priority Actions
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High

Shire

$30,000.00

High

Shire

$4,000.00

Medium

Shire

$4,500.00
Sub Total

$ 38,500.00

Total

$ 1,627,000.00
$
$
$

521,500.00
710,500.00
395,000.00
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Figure 52: Draft Master Plan Action Plan
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APPENDICES

Strategic

A desirable or useful feature or facility of a building or
place.

Relating to ‘planning’ in terms of the identification of longterm / overall aims and interests and the means of
achieving them. Strategic Context refers to planning
context, particularly in relation to acts, standards, policies
and guidelines.

Biodiversity

Sustainability / Sustainable

Biodiversity refers to ‘variety’ of living things - plants,
animals and micro organisms – and the genetic
information they contain and the ecosystems they form. In
the context of this report biodiversity refers to flora and
fauna species diversity and ecosystem diversity.

Sustainability is the capacity to endure. Sustainable design
means using principles and strategies which help reduce
ecological, environmental and economic impact.

APPENDIX 1: Glossary
Amenity

Ecologically Sustainable Design (ESD)
The use of design principles and strategies which help
reduce the ecological impact of development, generally
defined as ‘development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs'.
Infrastructure
The facilities, services and furniture serving an area. In the
context of this master plan, the open space, playground,
pavilions, reserve areas.
Master Plan
A plan giving comprehensive guidance or instruction; a
long term strategy.

Master Plan Report V5

Universal Design
Universal Design principles guide the design of
environments, (as well as products and communications);
ensuring spaces and places are accessible, usable and
equitable.
Urban Design
Urban Design is the process of designing and shaping
places - cities, towns, villages. Urban Design addresses
built form, streets and public spaces and the spaces that
make urban areas functional, attractive, and sustainable.
In the context of this master plan, Urban Design is about
“place” (enhancing, connected, diverse and enduring)
and “people” (comfortable, vibrant, safe and
walkable/cycleable).
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APPENDIX 2: CONSULTATION
SUMMARY OF PARK WALKS WITH COUNCIL OFFICERS AND
PRESIDENT OF COMMITTE OF MANAGEMENT –3rd April 2014







Frankston – Flinders Road car park previously used by
cross country trail riders, but is separated from the trail
head.
o Appears to be used as storage area for mulch piles
by Shire – impacts on available space in car park.
o Car park is used by walkers and bike riders
o There is access through the car park to the float
parking area
Walking / bike trail is not sign posted from within car
park.
Walking trail was constructed to allow people to walk
around the grounds and to link to the Merricks Red Hill
Rail Trail.
o It appears there was little consideration of bicycle
riders when it was constructed – bollards etc at
entry hinder access by bicycles.
o Perceived lack of maintenance – overgrown trees /
weeds etc limit access along trail by bicycle riders
The public toilets are well maintained. There is a lot of
public use as toilet block is quite obvious.
o Toilets are on a bore, with a small filling tank. Pump is
inadequate.
o There is no toilet in the pavilion.
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o Existing toilet is ok as an accessible toilet. Riding for
the Disabled use the reserve about 2 – 3 times /
year.
Bin pick up is from front entry – there are 5 bins located
throughout the grounds
Vehicle entry to the grounds is via keyed entry through
gate in the car Frankston - Flinders Rd car park.
o Pedestrian entry through this gate is not keyed, but
is very narrow and does not meet accessible entry
requirements.
o Consideration needs to be given to gates /
pedestrian entry points to prevent horse from
escaping if they get loose
o Grounds cannot be opened to casual riders, all
riders need to be insured
Front gate is mostly left closed, but not locked.
o It is closed during rallies
o There is no reference to the railway history within the
reserve
Frankston - Flinders Road end of the reserve has a
number of significant trees, especially Eucalyptus
viminalis. Other end of the reserve has different EVC
Rally yard adjacent to cark is getting old and in need
of an upgrade – allows horses to be safely tied up.
Existing picnic area available for use by general
community – although people are not inclined to
come in on rally days as the reserve is very busy and
car parking difficult.
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o Public barbecue
o Potential to improve signage re usage of reserve,
e.g. times/ days of rallies etc.
o Picnic area is utilised by mushroom identifiers
Horse trough – runs off water tanks. Public reserves
don’t use troughs due to equine flu. Most people bring
their own bucket and fill it at the tap. Taps supplied by
bores. Consider removal/ replacement of trough.
Horse wash is desired by some – would require hot
water supply
Speaker system is ok
Lighting to the reserve is inadequate:
o There are meetings at night
o Pony club holders sleepovers
o No riding at night
o Club rooms are available for hire – lack of lighting
hinders opportunities
Float parking area: gets very wet and boggy during
winter
o Investigate possible improvements, such as
structural soil with grass sown over the top. (crushed
rock base, fines over the top, kikuyu sown over the
top)
o Horses cannot stand on crushed rock
o Club responsibility
Car park on Merricks Road provides float parking for
trail riders along Red Hill - Merricks Rail trail.
o Current layout is inadequate
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o Existing significant tree in middle of car park
o Potential to seal cross over
o Investigate potential to enlarge space – clear out
understorey.
Existing cross country course circumnavigates the
reserve and includes jumps
Existing constructed wetland dates from the 1970’ s
Some plants appear to be creating a monoculture,
e.g. E. viminalis, Melaleuca ericifolia
Penning Club, a part of the Peninsula Quarter Horse
Association, potentially defunct.
o Cattle yards adjacent to main arena could
potentially be removed to allow for an extension of
the arena
o Quarter Horse club wish to keep the cattle yards,
they were built wish a grant from the Myer
foundation.
Any improvements to the reserve need to be
sustainable in the long term. The assets within the
reserve are currently maintained by volunteers from
the various equestrian clubs.
o Club members confident that there is strength within
the clubs for them to maintain strong volunteer
representation within the reserve
Existing pavilion has no disabled access and no toilet
but is otherwise functional. Any upgrades to pavilion
would occur under the pavilion strategy
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Long term vision for the existing vegetation, e.g.
removal of existing pine trees, replacement strategy,
consideration of long term viability of existing
significant trees.




MERRICKS STATION GROUNDS WALK 12th April











Recent signage installed by MPS regarding access to
the reserve has upset some local residents
There is a level of conflict / tension over use of the
reserve between the clubs and residents present on
the day
Investigate any previous plans drawn up for the
reserve
Consider location of a pedestrian path through
reserve, along Frankston - Flinders Road to avoid
walking on the verge
o Pedestrian access form north of the reserve to bus
stop outside general store
Reserve is the ‘middle ground’ within Merricks – there is
no other open space
Improvements to float parking area are required
Improve / install signage to make access to walking
trail on Frankston - Flinders Road more visible
Consider converting tie up area into a public space
with natural play ground and picnic area. Location
near the toilet, car park and pedestrian access to Red
Hill Merricks Rail trail suggest this might be a good
location.
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There were previously informal trails along FrankstonFlinders Road and under the powerlines along Merricks
Road, which have become overgrown and
inaccessible
Community concern over perceived unauthorised
removal of native vegetation to allow for expansion of
horse riding facilities.
Improvement required for Merricks Road car park –
enlargement, improved fencing
o Trail connection from car park to the rail trail is very
muddy and often impassable during winter.
Former platform area should be retained as has
historical and cultural value. Interpretation could be
provided.
o Some community members would like to see the rail
trail reinstated in its original alignment
Some community members felt the space previously
felt like a ‘break out space’ at the end of the trail,
which has been lost due to expansion of equestrian
facilities and activities. Equestrian club members
maintain the area was always part of the cross country
trail.
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STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION 20th May 2014
SUMMARY OF CONSULTATION NOTES



Merricks and Coolart Catchment Landcare Group









The Merricks and Coolart Catchment Landcare Group
(MCCLG) reformed approximately 2 years ago and
has 14 members
Run off from the reserve into adjacent properties alters
the vegetation – specifically June DeBono’s property
which adjoins the reserve.
There has been recent removal of vegetation within
the reserve on the cross country trail.
The walking trail (rail trail) gets overgrown and does
not receive adequate maintenance, e.g. weed
removal, removal of trees fallen over the trail
MCCLG believes there are opportunities within the
reserve for:
o Replanting vegetation
o Retaining any remnant indigenous vegetation /
bushland
o Setting aside additional areas for planting and
creation of habitat
o Creation of a biolink – the trail acts as an existing
biolink, and there is good vegetation to the
perimeter of the reserve. There is an opportunity to
add to this.
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o Protection, refurbishment and interpretation of the
former railway station and platform area.
MCCLG is keen to get involved at Merricks Station
Reserve. They enjoy the use of the reserve by the
equestrian groups.
They have requested use of the club rooms for
meetings.
Possible changes for the community:
o Make the reserve more user friendly for non
equestrian users, currently walkers and cyclists do
not feel welcome.
o The suggestion (made during the walk around day)
to remove the holding area to create an area for
public use is a good one. Would like to see
playground, seating, additional parking and
barbecues for use by walkers and cyclists.
Provision of seating or facilities to allow spectators to
watch the equestrian activities.
Remove pine trees.
Retain remnant vegetation.
Float parking area on Merricks Road:
o Too small, investigate potential to extend
o Investigate lowering the speed limit on Merricks
Road
o Separate the entry and exit
Improve the entry to the trail at both entrances:
o The horse trail is wet, boggy and impassable in
winter.
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o The trail is overgrown, especially near Merricks
Creek
Replace existing seats on the trail at the top of the hill

Riding For the Disabled
 Riding for the Disabled caters to all abilities – people
with wheelchairs, people on the autism spectrum,
people with intellectual issues.
 They use the reserve 3 times a year for large events /
gatherings
 Specific issues:
o finding a balance between safety, horses are large
unpredictable animals, and access.
o wheelchairs access to the toilets and clubrooms is
not good
o there is a sense of general antagonism towards
horses and horse riders on the peninsula.
 Retain the connection to the trail for trail riding
 Riding for the Disabled are grateful for the opportunity
to use the reserve, the facilities are good, it is
adaptable, and they bring their own equipment, the
arena is good, the cross country trail is good.
 Opportunities or priorities for action:
o As a trail rider: improve the float car park on
Merricks Road – enlarge, provide a tie up area,
formalise the layout
o As Riding for the Disabled provider:
- relocate toilets closer to the pavilion,
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- potentially a larger pavilion,
- relocation of holding yards closer to the float
parking to minimise potential conflict between
the movements of riders with horses between the
floats and the yards, and pedestrian movement
between the car park and the pavilion
(potentially ‘non horsey’ people such as parents
of RFD clients)
o Improve visual connections into the reserve, to
make the activities more obvious.
Section 86 Committee
Committee of Management has reported to Mornington
Peninsula Shire for 20 years, but there has been a
Committee of Management in place for 38 years.
 CoM is responsible for collecting funds from the clubs,
scheduling club activities, organising and undertakes
maintenance, sets rules for safety (the current rules
work well)
 The reserve provides an area for the schooling and
socialising of horses.
 It is a small facility compared to other equestrian
facilities.
 Specific Issues:
o The number of entries (approx 100) per event held
at the reserve is limited by the number and size of
the arenas.
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o Car parking is over utilised at certain times and
under-utilised at others.
o The car park on Frankston - Flinders Road is heavily
used on weekends by trail users and at other times
by walking groups, coach tours using the toilets,
people stopping to use the toilet.
o The float car park on Merricks Road
-






too small;

provides float parking for trail users
point of access for residents to the north;
existing fence is structurally inadequate
and dangerous;
vegetation is overgrown
o The float car park on the grounds is very boggy
during prolonged wet conditions and requires better
drainage and re-surfacing. This car park is restricted
to key holders and their friends only, but is open to
others during events.
Safety rules for the reserve are necessarily equestrian
focussed
The equine industry is an important one on the
peninsula – a recent Council document reflects this.
The reserve is wet in the winter, access is therefore
restricted.
Suggested changes or improvements:
o A clear relationship, or some clarity regarding the
relationship with the Shire, with respect to the
ongoing nature of the reserve. It is a valuable asset
-
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and this value should be recognised the master
plan.
Roof over arena – to provide and all weather arena.
Investigation of solutions to the inadequate float car
park on Merricks Road – it is difficult to enlarge
except into road reserve, and with clearing of
vegetation (any enlargement should not be into the
reserve proper). Existing vegetation should be
trimmed back and woody weeds removed. It is an
effective entry point onto the grounds.
Improve the landscape / vegetation and remove
weeds. A clarification is sought regarding the
removal of Melaleuca ericifiolia, which is
widespread within the reserve and very vigorous.
Investigate synergies with management of the rail
trail, e.g. could the trail surrounds be utilised for
native vegetation offsets
Improvements to car park on Frankston Flinders
Road
Investigate opportunities for improved interactions
with the general public, e.g. provision of tie up
areas along the Frankston - Flinders Road boundary.
A safe tie up area is required for a variety of
reasons: some horses do not tie up well to floats,
some people bring two horses, for younger
members left at the reserve for the duration of their
activity (i.e. have no float present). The current
location is a good one as it is in close proximity to
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the club rooms. Considerations for a new tie up
area: close proximity to cars, needs to be in full
view.
o Replace fencing
o Improve drainage to the existing float park on the
grounds (it should look good)
o Improvements to pavilion such as a commercial
kitchen, first aid facilities, toilets.
A written submission was also tendered by the Committee
of Management.
Balnarring and District Historical Society
 The Balnarring and District Historical Society (BDHS) are
delighted that a historical site is being well used. It is a
great equestrian centre that is good for young people,
well located and well looked after.
 The reserve is integral to the rail trail – being an end or
start point.
 The trail itself need improvements, especially the
section between Tonkins Road and Merricks which is
very rutted and gets very wet, making it challenging
for walkers
 The rail trail is a corridor for wildlife.
 The former station platform in the reserve is overgrown.
 Priorities for action:
o Improvements to public toilets, they are not well
maintained.
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o A shelter with picnic tables (2) for walkers to socialise
over a picnic at the completion of their walk.
o That the railway be remembered for the
community, with interpretation, such as a shelter
over the platform, use of old sleepers, signage.
o Picnic tables located on the former platform for use
by the community as well as equestrian groups –
might encourage people to remain and watch the
equestrian activity.
o Wayfinding signage directing people to the former
railway infrastructure.
o Retain the car park on Frankston - Flinders Road in
current location.
o Retain the platform – it is the only one remaining on
the former rail alignment.
o Retain and reuse old rail irons.
o Recreate former waiting room / shed.
o Clear away vegetation (Melaleuca ericifolia)
overgrowing the platform edge.
o Record oral histories of people with a living memory
of the railway.
The rail trail is the closest nice walk to Balnarring.

Nepean Equine, Section 86 Community Member
 There are three user groups using the reserve:
o Saddle Club – 1st Sunday
o Pony Club – 3rd Saturday
o Peninsula Quarter Horse Association – 2nd Sunday
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Key allocation is controlled, with members of user
groups having priority for key allocation. Subject of
ongoing discussion – how big should they get?
Other groups do hire the reserve, (e.g. Toorak College)
it is affordable, and Jodie would like to see more
groups utilising the facility.
The club rooms are also available for hire.
Event booking system works well – people are able to
be informed of any issues.
Specific Issues:
o Wet area in corner near intersection of Merricks
Road and Frankston - Flinders Road.
o Parking is often difficult on event days
o Entry into ménages is constrained
o There is less volunteering (a condition of club
membership)
o Improvement maintenance of the pedestrian trail
Opportunities:
o Potential for another club
o Artistic interpretation of station for the end of the
trail, e.g. Mirboo Trail.
o Aesthetic improvements to cross country trail
o Temporary sign at the end of the rail trail notifying
trail users when events are on.
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Community Members / Local Residents
Specific Issues:
o Individuals within the local community feel excluded
from the reserve
o There have been ‘clunky’ responses from the Shire
to the ongoing issue of access.
o There is a concern within the local community
regarding land clearing within the reserve,
especially within the north-west corner, and some
concern that this may have been undertaken
without the necessary permits.
o The mail out by the Shire missed a section of the
community.
o There is no universal access to the reserve.
o There is occasional trail bike access / use along the
trail
o There is a lack of maintenance along the pedestrian
trail
o The equestrian trail is poorly maintained
o The recent signage installed around the reserve is
‘thoughtless’ and ‘clumsy’
o The reserve is locked at night, impeding access to
local residents during times when there is no
equestrian use of the reserve.
 Potential changes:
o A community barbecue / picnic area and possibly
a playground.
o Car parking for access to the trail
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o Any pedestrian entry gates should be accessible to
all
o Investigate potential community uses for the
Merricks Road corner.
o Utilise the existing float car park for trail access on
non event days – connect to the rail trail trough the
reserve
o Accommodate extra public parking
o Ensure the is all abilities access



Merricks Saddle Club





Current membership is 90 members – a large club.
The club likes the grounds in their current format
The club does not support a roof over the arena.
Specific Issues:
o Existing picnic tables need upgrading
o Small sand arenas require upgrading
o Previously there was access along Frankston –
Flinders Road, which has become overgrown. Clear
away weedy understorey to provide pedestrian /
cycle access away from vehicles.
o All car parks require improvements:
- the public car park is congested on rally days,
vehicles begin the back up along Frankston Flinders Road
- The large float car park is poorly drained and
boggy during wet weather
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The public float car park is small, gets very
congested, and people get blocked in
o The rail trail is a good trail, it is undulating and safe,
however it is very wet and boggy, especially in the
section between the public float car park and the
end of the grounds. Devilbend Reservoir Trail is
another good option for trail riders.
The MSC arrange a rally on the 1st Sunday of the
month, which may include eventing competitions with
other HRCOV member clubs (dressage, cross country,
show jumping) or speciality clinics, and a mid week
rally, on the 2nd Wednesday of the month, which
usually attracts between 6 and 30 people.
A weekend competition can accommodate 60 riders
and a weekend rally might attract 12 - 20 members.
Things the club would like changed:
o Improved toilet facilities
o Access for a judges car
o Removal of the cattle yards to allow for Arena 2 to
be made wider to set up the correct size dressage
arena
o Upgrade and re-surface Arena 3 – currently it is
compacted. (It is the correct size for dressage)
o Improved car parks – the current car parking
situation limits the number of competitors. (Rhonda
and Gerard also agreed that the size of the grounds
also limits the number of competitors)
o Disabled access to clubrooms
-
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o Continue implementation of the cross country
course – the plan has been approved by Council,
and the clubs have already spent $50,000 on
implementation.
Additional facilities:
o Horse wash (6m x 4m required for one), with
plumbing to sewer waste, and cold water only
o Shelter over existing grandstand on platform

Merricks Pony Club
 Merricks Station Reserve should continue as a
dedicated equestrian facility.
 The safety of riders and other users is the main priority
in determining any uses in the reserve. Facilities such as
a dog off –leash area or playground are not
perceived to be compatible uses.
 Awareness of horses and the risks they pose is very
important.
 The cross country course should be incorporated in the
master plan.
 The second arena is too narrow for show jumping.
 Consider fencing the main arena.
 Provide direct access to the pedestrian path from the
car park via a gate.
 Preference is to encourage use of the trails rather than
potential conflict of uses within the reserve.
 Improve signage so that it is consistent and displays
messages regarding awareness and consideration.
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Potential to enlarge car park.
Improve fencing
Improvements to pavilion are considered a priority:
o Showers / toilets, which would also allow for
camping
o First aid room
o Improved disabled access
o More extensive storage capacilty / sheds
The rail trail up to Tonkins Road is in poor condition with
a large number of exposed tree roots.
Provision of a horse wash facility

Peninsula Quarter Horse Association
Peninsula Quarter horse Association (PQHA) has 50 – 90
members.
 Few of their members are key holders
 Utilise the grounds for competition on 2nd Sunday and
for clinics and instruction days on the 4th Sunday.
 PQHA would like to see some grounds management
changes:
o Grounds booking process – room for improvement –
booking mix ups have led to financial impacts on
the club. Greater clarity to ground hire terms would
be welcomed as it is currently unclear whether the
grounds are open to other users on the days the
PQHA has booked them.
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o Key holder scheme – review the scheme to make
process for applying and paying for keys more
equitable and transparent
o Grounds Committee – the PQHA request a charter
detailing the role and responsibility of the grounds
committee and its relationship with the Shire. They
seek clarity in the delineation of responsibilities
between the Shire and the Clubs.
The club uses the large arena for trail events –
negotiating obstacles, the second arena (including
the cattle pens), clubrooms, car park, the round yard,
the announcer’s box and the loud speaker system.
Specific Issues:
o Existing toilet block inadequate, inclusion of shower
facilities would be beneficial
o Lack of provision of disabled facilities – no access to
clubrooms, improve access to existing disabled
toilet, no mounting facilities, and poor access in
general to the grounds.
o Lack of maintenance to red hill trail – it is overgrown
and wet
o The float car park on Merricks Road is limited in size
and there are no tie-up facilities.
Improvements or changes to existing facilities:
o Improve toilet block and include shower facilities.
o Roof over main arena (arena 2) to allow for better
usage and increased patronage over cooler
months
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o Enlargement and improvement of layout of Merricks
Road float car park, or consider access to parking
on the grounds
o Better drainage of internal float car park.
o Provide toilet facilities within the club house.
o Provide accessible entry to club house.
o Improve maintenance of Rail Trail, especially at the
Merricks end to prevent encroachment of
vegetation and to improve the uneven rutted
surface (from pine roots and the generally wet
conditions).
o Upgrade shed facilities, especially roller doors.
o Provide electricity to announcer’s box.
New activities or facilities:
o Overnight camping facilities
o Provide mounting ramp(s)
o Shower facilities
o Horse yards along Frankston – Flinders Road edge of
the internal car park
o Provide horse yards adjacent to the Merricks Road
Float car park
o Horse wash facilities
o Improved signage identifying the reserve, detailing
appropriate safe behaviour around horses and
providing historic interpretation
o Manure dumping area / compost
o Consider pedestrian access from Merricks Road that
also acts to impede horse traffic
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o Small playground, sited appropriately to minimise
risk
o Recognition and interpretation of historical
significance of former railway infrastructure within
the reserve and interpretation along the trail.
Section 86 Committee – Community Representative
 Uses the trail and the reserve on non event days to ride
bikes and kick the football
 Specific Issues:
o Inadequate maintenance of the walking track
between reserve and Stoniers – overgrown and
blackberries are growing there
o There is no dedicated area that general public can
use at any time
o The Merricks Road section of the trail is impassable in
the wet
o Pedestrian access along Frankston Flinders Road is
non - existent and dangerous.
 Improvements or changes to existing facilities:
o Retain a separate car park for cars that are not
towing (he is not aware of the F-F Road car park
being busy except possibly on event days)
o Improve walking trail and ensure it is kept clear of
obstacles with regular maintenance.
o Improve equestrian trail along Merricks Road so that
it is useable in all weather
 New activities or facilities:
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o Provide safe pedestrian access along Frankston Flinders Road
o Provide a notice board advertising forthcoming
events – engage community and the clubs
o Provide a facility or structure that provides shelter for
gatherings, picnics, barbecues as well as seating for
all community members
o Provide pedestrian entry on Merricks Road – any
entry system needs to be accessible for pushbikes
and pushers or strollers
o Provide lighting at the F - F Road entry and car park
Paradigm Wines
 The property abuts the rail trail for approximately 1km.
 Specific Issues:
o Occasional incursion by trail users onto the property
o The Merricks Road float car park is poorly sited – the
line of site is limited by trees and near misses have
occurred
o The equestrian trail along Merricks Road is wet and
swampy and requires improved drainage
o There have been isolated incidents of motorbike /
trail bike accessing the trail
 Opportunities:
o Investigate a safer float car park
o A rail trail friends group would be welcomed
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o Bendigo Bank held community workshops
approximately 4 years ago, and might be a possible
source of funding.
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APPENDIX 3: MORNINGTON PENINSULA PLANNING SCHEME OVERLAYS


Significant Landscape Overlay

The purpose of the Significant Landscape Overlay is to
identify significant landscapes and to conserve and
enhance their character.
Merricks Station Recreation Reserve is covered by the
following Significant Landscape Overlay:
SLO3 Scenic Roads
Scenic roads have been identified as key landscape
features and scenic drives are a major recreational
resource.
The landscape character objectives to be achieved by
this overlay are:
o To maintain the scenic and recreation value of
scenic routes throughout the Peninsula.
o To maintain the asset of a varied network of
scenic roads, featuring roadside vegetation.
Figure 53: Significant Landscape Overlay 3 – Scenic Roads
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Environmental Significance Overlay

o Protect the landscape values of the area.

The purpose of the Environmental Significance Overlay is
to identify areas where the development of land may be
affected by environmental constraints and to ensure that
any development is compatible with identified
environmental values.
Merricks Station Recreation Reserve is covered by the
following Environmental Significance Overlays:
ESO11 South Eastern Basalt Slopes
This area forms part of the catchment of Main Creek. It is
also an area of strategic landscape importance, forming
part of the coastal hinterland of Westernport Bay and the
rural edge to villages such as Balnarring and Shoreham.
This overlay seeks to:
o Protect and conserve the environmental systems,
biodiversity, native vegetation habitat areas, land
and soil stability, drainage patterns and stream
quality of this area.
o Promote sustainable development of rural land,
and integrated land and catchment
management, including the retention and
enhancement of habitat corridors and wetlands.

Figure 54: Environmental Significance Overlay 11 – South Eastern
Basalt Slopes

o Promote siting and design of buildings and works
that is responsive to the open rural and coastal
landscape character and vistas of the area, and
that maintains the scenic values of roads and
recreation routes.
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ESO17 Streamlines
Streamlines are integral to the environmental systems on
the Mornington Peninsula that support biodiversity. They
directly impact on the coastal and marine environments.
Streamlines often provide relatively undisturbed habitat
corridors between larger areas of remnant vegetation.
The catchment areas of watercourses on the Mornington
Peninsula are relatively small and therefore have an
increased sensitivity to inappropriate development.
This overlay seeks to:
o Maintain environmental flows and the quality of
water within streams and water courses.
o Maintain the capacity of streams and
watercourses to carry natural flows.
o Prevent the erosion of banks, stream beds and
adjoining land and to prevent the siltation of
watercourses, drains and other features.
o Protect and conserve flora and fauna habitats
within and along streams and watercourses.
o Ensure that development does not occur on land
liable to flooding.
o Ensure that development is compatible with the
environmental values of streams and water
courses.
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Figure 55: Environmental Significance Overlay 17 - Streamlines
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ESO28 Mornington Peninsula Bushland
This overlay recognises the significance of the remnant
native vegetation of the Mornington Peninsula, for its
diversity and environmental value.
Amongst other environmental objectives, this overlay
seeks to:
o Protect and conserve native vegetation and
habitat areas from clearing, degradation, or
fragmentation.
o Protect and conserve habitat corridors.
o Arrest and reverse the decline of remnant native
vegetation, and to achieve a net increase in
native vegetation within the Shire over time.

Figure 56: Environmental significance Overlay 28 – Mornington
Peninsula Bushland

o Promote the maintenance of ecological
processes and biodiversity.
o To conserve the Shire’s vegetation based
landscape assets.
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Vegetation Protection Overlay (VPO2)

The Vegetation Protection Overlay seeks to:
o Protect areas of significant vegetation.
o Ensure development minimises the loss of
vegetation.
o Preserve existing trees and other vegetation.
o Recognise vegetation protection areas as
locations of special significance natural beauty
interest and importance.
o Maintain and enhance habitat and habitat
corridors for indigenous flora.
o Encourage the revegetation of native flora.
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Figure 57: Vegetation Protection Overlay
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Land Subject to Inundation Overlay

The purpose of the Land Subject to Inundation Overlay is
to:
o Identify land in flood storage or flood fringe areas
affected by the 1 in 100 year flood, or any other
area identified by the floodplain management
authority.
o To ensure that development maintains the free
passage and temporary storage of floodwaters,
minimises flood damage, is compatible with the
flood hazard and local drainage conditions and
will not cause any significant rise in flood level or
flow velocity.

Figure 58: Land Subject to Inundation Overlay

o To protect water quality.
o To ensure that development maintains or
improves river and wetland health, waterway
protection and floodplain health.
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Appendix 4: Fauna Species at Merricks

Figure 59: Cell Reference 192F9

Distribution
R – restricted local distribution
M – moderate local distribution
W – widespread local distribution

Abundance
U – uncommon
C - common
A - abundant

Properties for Fauna Species
List of Species found in this Cell

No of Species
Cell Reference
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192F9

Short-beaked Echidna

Tachyglossus aculeatus

W

C

Lowland Copperhead

Austrolaps superbus

W

C

Verreaux's Tree Frog

Litoria verreauxii

W

C

Southern Brown Tree Frog

Litoria ewingii

W

C
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Southern Grass Skink

Pseudoexmoia entrecasteauxii

M

C

Garden Skink

Lampropholis guichenoti

W

A

Weasel Skink

Saproscincus mustelina

M

U

Blotched Blue-tongued Lizard

Tiliqua nigrolutea

W

C

Eastern Spinebill

Acanthorhynchus tenuirostris

secure

Welcome Swallow

Hirundo neoxena

secure

White-faced Heron

Egretta novaehollandiae

secure

Horsfield's Bronze-Cuckoo

Chalcites basalis

secure

White-throated Needletail

Hirundapus caudacutus

secure

Southern Boobook

Ninox novaeseelandiae

secure

Tawny Frogmouth

Podargus strigoides

secure

Red Wattlebird

Anthochaera carunculata

secure

Yellow-faced Honeyeater

Lichenostomus chrysops

secure

Silvereye

Zosterops lateralis

secure

Rufous Whistler

Pachycephala rufiventris

secure

Eastern Yellow Robin

Eopsaltria australis

secure

Grey Shrike-thrush

Colluricincla harmonica

secure

Willie Wagtail

Rhipidura leucophrys

secure

Common Brushtail Possum

Trichosurus vulpecula

W

Red-browed Finch

Neochmia temporalis

secure

Sugar Glider

Petaurus breviceps

W

C

Common Ringtail Possum

Pseudochierus peregrinus

W

A

Gould's Wattled Bat

Chalinolobus gouldii

W

C

Black Wallaby

Wallabia bicolour

M

C

Koala

Phascolarctos cinereus

R

U

White-striped Freetail Bat

Tadarida australis

W

C

Little Forest Bat

Vesadelus vulturnus

W

C

Large Forest Bat

Vesadelus darlingtoni

W

C

Red Fox

Vulpes vulpes

feral

A
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Australian Wood Duck

Chenonetta jubata

secure

Common Starling

Sturnus vulgaris

introduced

Magpie-lark

Grallina cyanoleuca

secure

Eastern Rosella

Platycercus eximius

secure

Australian Magpie

Cracticus tibicen

secure

Spotted Marsh Frog

Limnodynastes tasmaniensis

W

Noisy Miner

Manorina melanocephala

secure

Common Froglet

Crinia signifera

Common Bronzewing

Phaps chalcoptera

secure

European Rabbit

Oryctolagus cuniculus

feral

Australian Raven

Corvus coronoides

secure

Common Myna

Sturnus tristis

introduced

Galah

Eolophus roseicapillus

secure

C
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